ANALYZING QUESTIONS
Thursday, October 4th, 2018 READ Method for AIR Preparation (Standardized Test Preparation Thursday Program)

ACTIVITY TO PROVE THAT THE AIR TEST QUESTIONS ALIGN TO STANDARDS
-Display or share digitally this chart that shows some of the questions from the 2018 AIR test with their aligned Standards (below and PDF). Ask students to highlight
where each Standard and its aligned question are the same. You may want to do a few of them together before having students finish highlighting the chart.

-Next, display or share digitally this completed chart (PDF) with the highlights showing connections between the questions and the Standards. Let the students know
that this chart and the highlighting exercise should prove that these AIR tests are completely aligned to Ohio’s Learning Standards and that is one of the reasons that
you ensure that students know the Standards and work on mastering those Standards in each class.
-As a follow-up, have the students do this ONLINE DRAG/DROP ACTIVTY to match questions to their Standards. You may do this together as a class or individually.

A DEEP LOOK AT A FEW QUESTIONS: GIVING STUDENTS GUIDING SUPPORT FOR ANSWERING AIR QUESTIONS
-In secondary ELA education, it has been shown through research that the TEXT should guide reading comprehension instruction. This activity allows that to
happen and gives students support in comprehending not only the text, but also the questions asked based upon that text. It provides guiding question support
for the protocol of going back into a text when it is referenced in standardized test questions.
-Separate the class into pairs. Share in hard copy or digitally this GUIDED SUPPORT FOR AIR QUESTIONS handout. The handout begins with a reading from The
Dreamer. Ask each pair to read it in the same manner and speed they would on the AIR test. This means they can have out some scratch paper to take notes and
use any of the protocols practiced in the two previous Thursday Standardized Test Prep lessons from September 20 and 27.
-Once the pair finishes with the reading, they need to follow the instructions that begin on page 2 of the GUIDED SUPPORT FOR AIR QUESTIONS handout and do
all Three Steps.
-During Step Three, each pair will want to know the correct answers and will be directed to ask you. Here are those answers: 1a. B, 1b. A, 2a. A, 2b. B, 3a. C, 3d. D.
NOTE: This activity can be done with any reading, with some previous preparation. The idea is to make visible the steps one goes through to attune to the process
of answering standardized test questions that are text dependent.
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